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Teaching Observation
PHIL 3200: Environmental Ethics
Instructor: Manny Rodeiro
Date of Observation: 2/26/18
Time of Observation: 12:50pm
Observer: Eric Mandelbaum
I observed Manny’s class at 12:50pm on 2/26/18. The conditions were not ideal: I found out about
the observation schedule 5 days ago and this was the next available class. As I am about to travel, I
had to observe his very next class. Manny was kind enough to let me come to the next possible class
without any fretting, postponing, or complaining. The class itself was non-ideal for observation
purposes, as there were two student presentations (this wasn’t a surprise—Manny was upfront about
this in his email, and responded immediately). Additionally, their last class was canceled, as there was
a snowstorm for which Baruch was closed. So the set up should be clear: this class was being
observed in extremely non-ideal conditions for the instructor. With that all said we should be
understanding if the class was subpar. And yet the class was *excellent*, better than almost any class
I’ve observed under any circumstances. The students were amazing, the presentations were great,
the topics gripping, and the instruction was fantastic. The class was so good I wish I could take it as
a student. It was so engrossing that I’d consider sitting in on it as a colleague. I cannot stress enough
how good the class was. I learned a ton in this class. The role of indigenous people in being part of
the ecosystems their embedded in was a moral that was driven home through a variety of real world
examples. It was a bravura performance. I would have Manny teach environmental ethics every
semester. He did such an amazing job I’d have him teach anything he felt passionate about.
Manny has his own style, and it was so effective, I’m wary of making any constructive criticisms
(though the one tiny one I have: “nuclear” not “nucular”—an error I’m sure I make too sometimes
when speaking extemporaneously). What Manny does that is so amazingly potent is a combination
of listening closely, being present, and having a wide range of knowledge on the tip of his tongue.
He can speak extemporaneously and has an enormous variety of facts not just memorized, but
embedded in a rich web of inferentially connected theories. He was so in the moment that his
students were too—they were all rapt, and it was just this fantastic, seamless production. This was
clear in the quality of the presentations which were so much better than what one might expect from
any undergraduate class. These were not presentation for time-wasting sake—they were an excellent
teaching tool. The presentations weren’t just some prepared statement and that was that—Manny
(and the other students!) really asked difficult, insightful, awesome questions. Some instructors
garner the affection of their students by being push-overs. Manny garnered it by being an absurdly
insightful instructor. After a presentation he asked “What is the best way of preserving the land if
even the indigenous people are hunting endangered animals as part of their cultural conditions?”
This is a difficult question! And the student handled it like a pro. What a class!
I want to stress that I do not know Manny at all. To my knowledge, we’ve never been introduced
and I know next to nothing about who he is. His excellence is not due to his being funny or just
deeply charismatic (though he was occasionally funny too, summarizing “Colonialism” as “God and
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glory” on the whiteboard made me giggle. Ditto for “if you’ve never seen tree kangaroo they
basically look like kangaroos that live in trees. Look ‘em up!” Also this example was so so good—it
was about how the indigenous people didn’t care about the biodiversity per se, they were upset with
the death of tree kangaroos because they were so delicious! [Side note, they don’t really look like
kangaroos]). Instead his humor and charisma was secondary to his extreme mastery of the material
and his profession.
To be plain: I see far too many lectures and talks. Almost every talk I see is boring. Sometimes I also
learn something. Often I’m bored and don’t feel like I learn anything. Manny’s class was just an
undergraduate lecture yet it may have been my favorite talk of the semester. It was probably the
most I’ve learned in an undergraduate classroom since I was an undergraduate. If he had taped the
lecture I would listen to it at home. The amount of places discussed as examples—both from Manny
and his students--were astounding (and the follow ups on the examples were amazing too. Getting
students to compare the differences between indigenous populations in Papua New Guinea and
Columbia? Amazing). It served as an appetizer—it made me want to learn more about each of these
places. I cannot stress enough how awesome the class was. And that’s before we talk about the
syllabus, which was amazing. The students are asked to do a bunch of different types of structured
writing, of increasingly formal rigor. It is such a smart idea—he clearly cares deeply about the
students. And the readings themselves are fascinating enough that I asked Manny to provide me a
link to his Dropbox folder.
We at Baruch are lucky to have him.
Eric Mandelbaum
Associate Professor

Manny Rodeiro
Instructor
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SYLLABUS REVIEW
Checklist

Yes

Instructor contact
information -- including
office hours

ü

Course time/location
Course description
Text/resource
information

ü
ü

Location
unspecified

ü

Grading system

ü

Schedule of topics

ü

Policy on late/missed
assignments

Should clarify
whether there are
excused absences

ü
ü

Policy on makeup
exams (if relevant)

Not relevant

Academic integrity
Policy

ü

Special needs
statement

ü

Additional Instructor
policies and
procedures (Optional)

Needs
Clarification

ü

Learning goals

Policy on attendance
and whether there are
excused absences

No

None is provided
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OBSERVATION REPORT
Date of observation

_____6 May 2019_________________________

Instructor’s Name _____Manuel Rodeiro____________________
Course/Section __PHI 3230 Political Philosophy____________________
Class Size: ~20

Class Level: Upper Level

Observer’s Name _______Hagop Sarkissian_____________________________
Observer’s Knowledge of Course Subject Area (circle one): High
What was the topic of the observed lesson? Student presentation of multiculturalism and
feminism
Brief Summary of Lesson: The class began with a student presentation on an argument from
Susan Okin against multiculturalism (from a feminist perspective). Okin highlights that pluralism
can lead to continued oppression of women, and that it might be better for cultures to assimilate
to liberal ones. After a brief segue, another presentation focused on Amartya Sen’s on human
rights. This followed with a lecture on Sen’s well known ‘capabilities’ approach, which contrasts
ends or results (functioning) with means or capabilities (opportunities). Finally, there was a
presentation on Martha Nussbaum on liberalism, feminism, and the family.
1.

Instructor’s knowledge of subject matter:
a. Poor___ b. Fair___ c. Adequate___ d. Good___ e. Excellent__ü__

2. Were there errors in presentation of information? __No__
3. Was the content of the presentation appropriate to the class level?
a._________
No, too difficult for class level.
b.___ü____
Yes, appropriate.
c._________
No, too easy for class level.
4. Level of interaction with students; High_ü__ Average____ Low___
5. Level of student attentiveness: High______ Varied___ü___ Low___
6. Breadth of coverage (# of topics): Too little___ Adequate______
7. Depth of coverage: Too much detail____ Appropriate __ü__
8. How well organized was the instructor’s presentation?
a. Highly organized____

Too much_ ü__

Too superficial____
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b. Adequately organized__ü___
c. Somewhat disorganized______
d. Highly disorganized___________
9. Specific comments on instructor’s presentation (indicate major strengths and
weaknesses.) Major strengths included the instructor’s energy level, enthusiasm, clarity, and
rapport with the students. I’ve observed Rodeiro one a couple of occasions in the past and he
has been consistently great with presenting material and classroom management. He handled
all questions respectfully and gave them all satisfactory answers.
I think that there was quite a lot covered in one class. There were three separate
presentations, as well as a short lecture by Rodeiro himself. After class, Rodeiro noted that an
extra presentation was tacked on to the beginning of class so as to make up for a previous
student absence. However, the topics were all related to one another, and Rodeiro was great
at linking them together, showing how the thinkers were engaged in an extended discussion
with one another on similar topics. I’ve also found that pushing the pace a little can be
helpful in keeping students energized and focused. So… I guess this is a long-winded way of
saying that while a lot was covered, it may have been an advantage rather than a
disadvantage?
10. Suggestions to instructor for improving presentation. Perhaps the use of the whiteboard
could have been a little better organized and less ad hoc.
11. Overall evaluation: a. Excellent_ü_ b. Very Good__ c. Good__ d. Needs improvement__

Signature of Observee

Date 1 May 2019

Signature of Observer

Date

